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PUBLISHER'S DATA:
Woman This Month ranks within the top three most widely 
read magazines in the Kingdom, based upon the latest 
analysis from IPSOS. This survey also reveals Woman This 
Month to be the most widely read magazine by women in 
Bahrain. Our current print run is 7,800 copies, with a 
monthly readership in excess of 40,000.

The Gulf Daily News newspaper
Each subscriber to the leading English-language daily 
newspaper in Bahrain, the GDN, receives a complimentary 
copy of Woman This Month every month.

Individually named and requested copies
A feature of our distribution database is the number of 
copies that are named before being dispatched, ensuring 
only those who have requested the magazine receive a 
personal copy. To qualify, we verify their personal details.

High-traffic locations
We have carefully researched key distribution points 
around Bahrain where those with high disposable incomes 
congregate either to work or spend their leisure time. 
These high-traffic locations include waiting areas inside 
offices in main business areas, upmarket cafés and 
restaurants, hospitals, dentists, beauty salons and fitness 
centres and spas.

Retail outlets
More than 160 retail outlets, including major bookshops 
and supermarkets, receive Woman This Month for sale.

VIPs
A copy of Woman This Month is delivered to each embassy 
and selected government ministries.

Promotional copies 
Each month complimentary issues of Woman This Month 
are dispatched to clients, advertising agencies and for use 
by our own sales team.
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Data for Print run analysis

 Nationality Profile

BPA Worldwide Data:
A trusted member of BPA Worldwide, Woman This Month  
offers advertisers an independent, audited reference point  
to review our circulation statistics. 

Qualified (monthly average)
January - December 2014
6,678
July- December 2015
6,556
January- June 2016
6,604
*First published in 2003
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PARENTINGBack to School tips and advice from the experts

Get a taste for the frozen North

TRAVEL

Laura JeffersonThe woman behind the social media site taking the island by storm

JACQUELINE FERNANDEZBahrain’s own Bollywood babe joins the global campaign for women’s rights

BEAUTYEco-friendly products and the very latest treatments
WellbeingDealing with common dental problems
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HomesCreating your teen’s dream bedroom
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FASHION
The latest autumn looks from the catwalks

PARENTING

TRAVEL
FOLLOWING THE 

FASH PACK 

ACROSS 

EUROPE

TEA FOR TWO

NEW MENUS AND 

GREAT DISHES FOR 

YOU TO TRY AT HOME

BREAST 
CANCER 

AWARENESS
FIND IT, 

TREAT IT, 

FIGHT IT, 

 BEAT IT!  

THINK PINK

HAPPY

HALLOW
EEN
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PARENTING
Cybersecurity, Good Gizmos, Mealtime Tricks

TRAVEL
Discover 
Indonesia
Take the 

Floral Route

Chef on the 
green 

Hot new venue
Recipes to try

Why am I  
always tired?

FOOD WELLBEING

New season 
 updates for 
homes and 

gardens

SPRUCE 
UP

YOUR SPACE
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TRAVEL
Our pick of the best Christmas Markets

Red Alert, how to wear seasonal 
colours

Stub It Out, ditch the evil weed

FASHION

WELLBEING

Ideas to suit every taste and pocket

60 GREAT GIFTS
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* Ensure that 6mm on either side of the spine does not contain any text as it will be lost in binding

Bleed: add 5mm on all sides.
Special position request: add 10% to the cost of the full page.
Additional colour: quoted on request.

AGENCY COMMISSIONS AND DISCOUNTS
Advertising Agency Commission: 15% on rate card price;
Series Discount, 3 – 6 consecutive inserts: 5% on rate card price, available on bookings 
placed within a single calendar year;
Series Discount, 7 – 12 consecutive inserts: 10% on rate card price, available on bookings 
placed within a single calendar year.
Prepayment Discount: 5% on net rate card price.

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Booking: 10th of month prior to issue month
Editorial Copy: 8th of month prior to issue month
Artwork: 12th of month prior to issue month
Publication Date: 18th of month preceding issue month

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Submission of artworks: All artworks must be in digital format, either on a CD ROM,  
via e-mail or by FTP. Additionally a proof copy of the artwork should be sent either in  
PDF format or a hard copy, in full colour to be delivered to the Red House Marketing office 
in Bahrain.
Cancellations: Any cancellations must be received in writing no later than 30 days prior to 
the publication date, in order to be effective.
Credit Terms: 30 days from date of invoice.

OTHER TECHNICAL DATA
Acceptable software formats:  InDesign CS, Freehand, Illustrator, Photoshop, TIFF and 
EPS, with all fonts supplied or converted to outlines.
Screen: 150 lines per inch;
Images: All images must be supplied in high resolution 300 dpi, CMYK, accompanied by a 
hard copy in colour.

ARTWORK CHARGES
Where Red House marketing is required to produce an artwork on behalf of an advertiser, 
the following charges will apply:

Full Page BD 150
Half Page BD 110
Quarter Page BD 80

Audited by:

To book your advertisement, contact a sales 
representative on Tel: (+973) 17 813-777  

Fax: (+973) 17 813-700 
or e-mail: sales@redhousemarketing.com

Mailing address: P.O. Box 20461, Manama, Bahrain

Published by:

ABOUT US
Red House Marketing (RHM) was founded in 1991 and is 
based in Bahrain. As well as Woman This Month, RHM  
publishes Bahrain This Month (monthly magazine), the 
annual Bahrain Hotel & Restaurant Guide, The Bahrain 

Health, Medical & Wellbeing Guide, The Bahrain Education 
& Personal Development Guide, The Bahrain Desert Times 

(fortnightly Newspaper) and MWR (quarterly).

ADVERTISEMENT RATES & MECHANICAL DATA

 Full Colour Rate in Bahraini Dinars

 Advertisement Print Area Trim Size Cost (BD)

 Cover - Gate Fold  262 x 402mm  278 x 427mm  3,080

 Back Cover  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  1,595

 Inside Cover, Front or Back  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  963

 IFC/Page 1 DPS*  262 x 416mm  278 x 432mm  1,540

 Opposite Inside Front Cover  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  935

 Opposite Contents  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  880

 Opposite Editor’s Note  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  880

 Double Page Spread, p.2-3*  262 x 416mm  278 x 432mm  1,485

 Left Hand Page, pages 4-11  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  880

 Other Double Page Spread*  262 x 416mm  278 x 432mm  1,430

 Full Page, other pages  262 x 191mm  278 x 216mm  825

 Half Page - Horizontal  125 x 191mm           -  440

 Half Page - Vertical  253 x 94mm           - 440

 Quarter Page  125 x 94mm           -  330



Woman This Month has now introduced an integrated social media support facility 
for advertisers participating with us commercially in 3+ issues over a 12-month 
contract period. 

As privileged clients of Red House Marketing, we extend our support by promoting 
your brand on WTM: Facebook, Instagram & Twitter pages. WTM social media fan 
base is highly engaging and we believe this is the best way to complement our 
existing print reach to a more active online audience, thereby creating more 
awareness and generating brand visibility.

Parallel to the print advertisements, beauty reviews, advertorials and fitness 
columns in the magazine, we would like to offer you the following online services 
through our WTM social media:

Social Media Services

1. Brand Awareness: 
• For each advert insertion in WTM we provide clients with a post on one of our WTM 
social media channels i.e. Facebook, Instagram or Twitter for free.
• This can be promotional content or an advert in the form of visuals/ info graphics. 

N.B. Promotional posts/adverts should be provided by you in digital-ready format.

2. Social Media: Editorial coverage always remains at the exclusive discretion of Red 
House Marketing; policy towards advertisers is such that, whenever possible, 
exposure will be provided on our social media channels giving brands relevant 
coverage.

3. Custom Campaign/ Contests: We can create exclusive social media packages for 
brands to give them access to our social media fan followers. If the brand can 
provide us with giveaways such as coupons, vouchers, free items etc. we will run a 
customised competition for them on our social media pages. 

N.B. In the case that we use contra vouchers for contests any exposure provided to 
clients will always remain at the exclusive discretion of RHM.

4. Events: If brands provide us with photos/videos of events happening at their 
establishment we can post them on WTM social media pages. 

• Posting of visuals and choice of social media channel remains at the exclusive 
discretion of RHM. 
• The logistics for all the above services will be discussed with you prior to the 
execution of a plan.
• We can design, curate and create content for sharing and engagement purposes at 
an additional cost.

We believe print and online promotion go hand-in-hand and together will certainly 
enhance your brand image. Do let us know your interest in social media promotion of 
your brand on our media pages.

WOMAN THIS MONTH IS FOR THE WOMEN IN 
BAHRAIN WHO ENJOY A COSMOPOLITAN AND 

LUXURIOUS LIFESTYLE, BUT WHO ARE ALSO 
PROACTIVE, CULTURED AND CARE ABOUT THE 

COMMUNITY IN WHICH THEY LIVE.

ONLINE EXPOSURE
WEBSITE (WWW): OVER 40,000 VIEWS/ MONTH

Over 26,000 followers 1,463 followers2,630 followers

SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICES 

FIRST WOMEN’S MAGAZINE IN BAHRAIN
Woman This Month (WTM) was the first 
women’s magazine to be launched in the 
Kingdom. Our research continually 
demonstrates a very loyal readership from 
local and expatriate women. Some of them 
have even grown with our publication as our 
editorial line fits their interests according to 
the changes in their lives.

WTM REACH
Woman This Month is committed to informing, 
educating, entertaining and empowering 
women. Your brand can reach out to this 
audience and be an integral part of WTM’s 
readers’ lives. Our target audience is women 
and we are the most-read women’s magazine 
in the Kingdom (IPSOS) and the only audited 
publication for this segment (BPA January - 
June 2016 — 6,604 readers).

DEFINED DEMOGRAPHIC
Our research has identified two distinct 
readership groups; a younger audience (early 
twenties to early thirties) whose primary 
interest is in fashion and beauty, and a more 
mature segment (late twenties to early forties) 
with a more broad-based demand for 
information on issues important to women 
and the family.

PURCHASING POWER
Our readers are typically middle-to-high-
income earners in their own right, or from 
households with high disposable incomes. 
Women have the primary say when it comes 
to purchasing goods and services for the 
home. They are also the ones that take the 
final decision on more than 75 per cent of 
household retail purchases.

PUBLISHER’S DATA
Woman This Month ranks within the top three 
most-read magazines within the Kingdom, 
based upon the latest analysis from IPSOS. 
This survey also reveals Woman This Month 
to be the most widely read magazine by 
women in Bahrain. Our current print run is 
7,800 copies, with a monthly readership in 
excess of 40,000.



SHOPPING/FASHION
These sections are packed with 
information about all the latest 

fashions and trends, from store 
openings to new brands, designers 
and models. We trend forecast, as 

well as trend set and analyse 
everything that comes down the 

runway. The images are colourful, 
the text is rich with opinion and 
wit, and the fashion selections 

are unparalleled.

PEOPLE/INTERVIEWS
We are dedicated to 

profiling the region’s most 
influential, hard-working 

and high-achieving 
women, providing others 
with inspiration. We offer 

an insightful look at the 
lives of those women who 
have sought to go beyond 
words and put their ideas 

into action.

EDITORIAL PILLARS

www.womanthismonth.com
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SHOPPING | editor's choice 

Crazy Cat LadyYou don’t have to be a cat person to embrace this trend that’s everywhere right now, both on the high street and in high-end brands’ collections. Whether cute and cartoonish or classic feline faces, these furry friends are stamping clothing and décor items for a fun look this autumn.

Printed 
blouse, Next 
17 172-050.

Sequin 
embroidered 
top, Matalan 
17 008-353.

Red and 
white T-shirt, 
Stradivarius 
17 172-306.

Detail from Chanel 
A/W 2016-17 show.

Advent 
calendar, 

Debenhams 
17 110-378.

Black scarf, 
Hobbs

17 179-681.

Dolce & 
Gabbana A/W 
2016-17 show.

Striped tricot 
top, Gucci

17 131-218.

Fluffy key-
ring, Dune 
16 686-215.

Black and pink 
T-shirt, Bershka 

17 172-303.

Slipper socks, 
Marks & 
Spencer

17 211-309.

Slip-on trainers, 
Karl Lagerfeld at 

karl.com.

Girls’ 
sweatshirt, 

M&Co
17 582-110.

Long-sleeved 
cropped top, 

New Look
17 179-406.

Kids’ plate, Zara 
Home 17 172-302.

Black handbag, 
Kate Spade at 

Jashanmal
17 582-424.

www.womanthismonth.com
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FASHION | trend

H O W  T O  W E A R  I T ?The 2016 autumn and winter bags are looking big! Ample satchels, shoppers, totes and backpacks are held in the hand, carried hugged to the hip, worn over the shoulder or across the body. Together with the oversized options, the ‘70s’ saddle doesn’t seem ready to leave its throne and is still on the shelves and catwalks.

THE IT-BAG

Black and olive 
green tote,  
Vincci 17 178-696.

Caramel saddle 
bag, Pull & Bear 
17 172-305.

Black quilted 
backpack, ALDO 
16 686-214.

Balenciaga A/W 2016 show.

Printed black shopper 
bag, Alexander 
McQueen at Saks Fifth Avenue 17 172-000.

Olive green with 
golden spike detail, 
Christian Louboutin 
at Saks Fifth Avenue 
17 172-000.

Brown saddle 
shoulder bag, 
MICHAEL Michael 
Kors 17 178-630.

Burgundy tote, Massimo Dutti 17 172-325.

Navy handbag, 
Bally at Jashanmal 

17 582-424.

Burgundy 
backpack, 
Kate Spade at 
Jashanmal 
17 582-424.

Tobacco satchel, 
Nine West 
17 179-260.

Black backpack, 
Parfois  
17 178-581.

Gucci A/W 2016 show.

Ice blue saddle 
bag, Shoe Express 
17 178-959.

Handbags are just like shoes, we can never seem to get enough of them! Besides being 
important to carry all the necessary bits and bobs, the bag is also an essential accessory to 
compose a look. We selected the arm- and hand-candy you should be carrying this season!
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BEAUTY
We bring you the latest products in 
the market and test some of them 
providing our readers with useful 
advice on how best to use them 
and where to find them. The 
section covers fragrances, make-
up, skin- and hair-care products. 
We also feature beauty reviews 
from spas and salons and advice 
on how to achieve your favourite 
celebrity looks.

www.womanthismonth.com www.womanthismonth.com
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When Art Meets 
Emotion

When WTM went to meet 

artist Ramah Al Husseini, 

she was busy prepping for an 

imminent exhibition, with one of 

her works depicting a caricature of 

a jolly Saudi man appearing to be 

chattering on his phone with a 

floral blindfold on.
“Growing up in Saudi, I saw how 

widespread it was for women to 

cover up, mostly to keep men’s 

thoughts pure.
“This piece challenges that norm 

in a playful manner and portrays a 

man being blindfolded for a 

change, so they don’t have to 

witness anything to taint their 

notions,” says Ramah.
As a child, she could be found at 

the back of the classroom, busy 

doodling away on anything and 

everything in front of her. Art has 

always been her forte, a space in 

which she could freely express her 

emotions and escape into a world 

of endless possibilities. 
The Saudi national with 

Palestinian origins also drew 

inspiration from her mother, a 

seasoned painter.
This talent evolved into a passion, 

and Ramah went on to graduate 

with a degree in fine arts from the 

University of Concordia, Canada.

“My work is best described as 

modern contemporary, with an 

Arabic influence. It can sometimes 

be minimalistic, but that depends 

on my mood and how I feel about 

the subject matter,” she explains.

Her art truly takes form when 

she has an emotion attached to it. 

“I only paint about things I’m 

really passionate about, and if I 

have no personal feeling to what 

I’m painting, the result will usually 

come out terrible!”
But she adds that emotions can 

be built from research. A classic 

example of this is her recent 

collaboration in an exhibition with 

a Japanese theme.
“I delved into some information 

about the culture before 

beginning the collection, and 

then painted about elements that 

I loved and was intrigued by. I 

melded them with other 

elements from my own culture 

and created unique pieces with 

interesting stories.”
Having found it difficult to work 

as an artist in Canada, she 

returned to the region and has 

since been a part of many 

exhibitions. She’s been involved 

with making recycled art for Coca- 

Cola, with proceeds going to the 

Dream Society, a charity that 

makes dreams come true for 

terminally ill children.
She’s also created T-shirt and 

bag designs for Super-Hope, 

which helps children battling 

diseases such as cancer to 

develop a positive mental 

attitude, and has painted shoes 

for Ayadi relief, a Bahraini youth-

led relief organisation.
“I do as much as I can to give 

back to the community and that is 

usually with a paintbrush or 

pencil,” she says.
Asked to choose a favourite 

among her own works, Ramah’s 

eyes take on a glimmer as she 

explains: “One that lies close to my 

heart is from a solo, Palestinian-

themed exhibition titled ‘come and 

have a taste’, from 2012.

“Originally hailing from 

Palestine, but never having set foot 

there, I researched the culture and 

learned of their folk songs, 

traditions and dance.”
The image is of a group of 

women sitting together, central 

from one end of the canvas to the 

other, hoping to create a never- 

ending line, clapping, singing and 

drumming to traditional folk 

songs that speak of freedom, 

peace and hope.
Traditionally inspired shuttered 

windows run vertically beside a 

line of olive trees - denoting hope 

and growth, as well as the 

possibility of opportunity. 

“This painting tugs at my heart 

strings because it goes to show 

that even after all the pain and 

struggle, they still choose to sing 

together and hope for better,” 

says Ramah. 
She is part of the growing 

subculture of talented artists 

gaining momentum in the art 

scene and says: “A lot of artists and 

creatives have emerged; now it's 

just a matter of time for the 

general public to take note and 

begin to truly appreciate art. 

“Hopefully they start 

investing, not just purchasing, 

and offer more creative jobs 

while appreciating the effort 

and flair that is put into each 

created piece.” 
As advice to aspiring artists, 

Ramah encourages them to never 

give up, even if people don’t like 

their work.
“As long as you take yourself 

seriously and commit to your work 

and passion, the rest will fall into 

place. Confidence is the key 

element,” she says.
Looking to the future, she will be 

curating a solo exhibition in a few 

months. She also hopes to do an 

artist residency anywhere in the 

world, and is currently trying to 

build her skills with digital art.

“Basically, I just want to keep 

doing what I do, what I love, and 

hope to advance in it,” she says.

You can see some of her work 

at an upcoming exhibition on 
August 27 at Malja, or 

view her Instagram page:
 @alhusseiniramah

This gifted artist spoke to Puja Tiwari about her unique, 

sentiment-inspired work as well as the growing creative 

community in Bahrain.

When Art Meets 
Emotion

PEOPLE | interview

    Originally hailing from 

Palestine, but never having set 

foot there, I researched the 

culture and learned of their folk 

songs, traditions and dance.
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BEAUTY | news

L’Occitane en Provence Divine Harmony 

Cream. This cream takes us to Corsica with 

its refreshing, uplifting scent of the clear 

Mediterranean waters, with notes of earth, myrtle, 

musk and immortelle. Its formula helps to soften 

expression lines, rebalance facial volumes and 

boost radiance. Available at L’Occitane.

Clarins 4-Colour 

Eyeshadow Palette. 

Highly concentrated 

in mineral pigments, 

these shadows 

colour the lids from 

the first sweep. 

Nude, rosewood 

and brown come 

in matte, satin and 

pearlescent versions 

to build a desirable 

look. Formulated for 

wet and dry use, 

they can be applied 

dry for a soft look or 

slightly damp for a 

more sophisticated 

result. Available at all 

leading retailers.

Nina Ricci Les Belles de 

Nina Luna. The fragrance is 

a bold, intense and mysterious 

scent with a toffee apple and 

gourmand fruity floral note. 

Calabrian lemon and caipirinha 

lime intertwine for freshness 

with a touch of gardenia, ending 

with cedar woods and white 

musks. Available at all leading 

retailers.

Elie Saab Cuir Absolu. Inspired 

by the Middle Eastern tradition of 

layering essential oils and luxury 

perfumes, Cuir Absolu was created 

to be worn on its own, or layered 

with other fragrances. It combines 

resins such as cistus labdanum 

and styrax with distilled woods 

like juniper and birch. Bourbon 

vanilla, patchouli and ylang-ylang 

add richness to this smoky blend. 

Available at all leading retailers.

Eucerin Hyaluron-

Filler CC Cream. 

With the same active 

ingredients as before, 

high- and low-molecular 

hyaluronic acids and 

glycine saponin, the new 

CC cream contains colour 

pigments that make skin 

look unified and smooth 

after application. It also 

incorporates SPF 15 with 

UVA filters to protect 

from premature ageing. 

Available at all leading 

retailers.

Guerlain Abeille Royale. The 

formulas of these two new day 

creams and a night cream have been 

revised to offer greater effectiveness 

and sensory pleasure. The day creams 

incorporate two types of hyaluronic 

acid, one of high molecular weight 

that acts on the surface and the 

other of low molecular weight that 

passes through the skin. The night 

cream optimises the skin’s natural 

ability to renew itself, combining 

an antioxidant and soothing action. 

Available at all leading retailers.

MAC Liptensity. Aiming to push the boundaries 

of colour, the brand is banking on the expertise 

of Maureen Seaber, a tetrachromat professional, 

who has the genetic ability to see up to 100 

million hues imperceptible to the average naked 

eye. MAC has created a new line of 24 intense 

shades using its high-frequency tetrachromatic 

pigment technology. Available at MAC.

Wow by Wojooh Lip Cuddle. This brand-new 

collection of six shades aims to go back to basics 

after the blue and purple trends. The formula 

brings a mix of shea, mango, beeswax and karite 

butter that hydrates and smooths the lips. The 

balms are also packed with vitamins A, C and E 

and sunscreen. Available at Wojooh.

OK, it might not actually feel like it, but 

autumn is definitely here! Time to take care 

of your skin and hair with the new products 

in the market and salon treatments. In the 

make-up field, look out for colours that suit 

the season to enhance your looks.

Kérastase Nutritive. For 2016, the 

brand offers a new range to treat 

different levels of dry hair, from 

slightly dry to severely dehydrated. 

This includes in-salon and at-home 

treatments. The nourishing benefits 

of the new service, the ‘Dryness 

Immunity Protocol’, result in deeper 

hydration and longer-lasting results. 

Added to the product, Kerastase 

is also using a new bottle. More 

environmentally friendly and 

sustainable, it saves an estimated 

45 tons of plastic a year. Available at 

all leading retailers.

Sephora V 
for Volume 
Mascara. This 

new mascara 

turns up the 
volume with 
black, brown, 

blue, purple and 

turquoise shades. 

From root to tip, 

lashes arch with 

the swipe of 
the lengthening 

and thickening 

brush, with its 

approximately 

850 fibres and 

ultra-fluid formula. 

Available at 
Sephora.

Shiseido Ultimune Eye Power Infusing 

Eye Concentrate. A serum which 

strengthens the delicate skin around 

the eye area and helps protect against 

environmental stressors that can lead to 

wrinkles and dark circles. The product is 

highly concentrated for deep hydration, 

staving off impurities and oxidation. 

Available at all leading retailers.



FEATURES
Every month we explore a 

relevant theme, from 
wedding specials to our 

health guide.

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY 
The place to be seen!

TRAVEL/FOOD 
We uncover different places around the globe giving essential information on the country or 
theme in question. Our food pages review restaurants on the island and, each month, we 
include a recipe from a chef at one of the Kingdom’s favourite restaurants so our readers 
have the chance to reproduce it at home.

40 December 2016 www.womanthismonth.com

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY

Art Competition

AJM Kooheji Group launched its 
third annual Alwany interschool 
art competition at its showroom in 
Ma’ameer.

Management and the winners

Najut & Noof Sanjay, Fouad Ahmed Al Hamad & Haitham

Kheria & Dana

Fatima & Malak

Anniversary Celebration

Al Hilal Hospital and Medical Center celebrated its 
JCI Accreditation, 10th Anniversary and third branch 
launching during an event at the Crowne Plaza Hotel.

Tha accreditation ceremony

Mohammed Al Sinan &  
Dr Mustafa Sayed

Corpez & HE Ahmed Shahzan  
Abdulsamad Mohammed, Vinod & Neveej
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LIFESTYLE | travel 

Trade your high 
street trudge 
for a traditional 
extravaganza as 
WTM unwraps the 
most charming 
Christmas Markets 
around the world.

Festive Fair

The Railway Museum is 

every enthusiast's dream 

come true!.

A kids' ride at the 
market.

The famous Nutcracker 

character in all sizes at one 

of the stalls at the market.

With the enticing allure of mulled beverages, 

plum cake, bratwurst and gingerbread, the 

Christkindlesmarkt is arguably the most 

popular Christmas market in all of Europe. 

Shimmering with colourful festive lights, more 

than 180 wooden stands sell handcrafted 

ornaments, toys, games and holiday treats. 

Take a carriage ride around the cobbled 

streets of the old town surrounding the 

market to see some dazzling decorations and 

winter greenery. 
Distinguished by its medieval architecture, the 

city offers more than 30 different museums, a 

majestic imperial castle, towering cathedrals 

and plenty of hip eateries to enthral you with 

its charm.

Over 180 stalls set 

against the backdrop 
of a magnificent 

cathedral make up 

the Chriskindlmarkt.

Discover the fascinating labyrinth of the 

rock-cut cellars consisting of a wide range 

of vaults and passageways that were 

sculpted hundreds of years ago.

Nuremberg, Germany

Relish the world-famous Nuremberg 

bratwurst sausages with delicious 

horseradish from a local farm.
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LIFESTYLE | food

popadums to begin with, which were filled 

with a medley of chopped veggies seasoned 

predominantly with cumin.  

The kebabs came in a smoking hot copper 

vessel, with a presentation so stunning that I 

almost didn’t want to ruin it. It wasn’t long till 

the aroma of the marinade seduced me and I 

gave into temptation and picked up a skewer.

There were three different kebabs – the 

Murg Banjara, Murg Malai 

Tikka, and Murg Patakha. 

Each had a distinctly 

different flavour, and the 

chicken was tender and 

juicy. The portion of the 

kebabs makes it perfect 

for sharing between 

two people.
I forgot how heavy 

Indian meals are, 

so I was slightly 

overwhelmed 
when the 
massive main 

course arrived 
at the table. 
The Chicken 

Haye Tauba sizzler 

was accompanied by Paneer 

Tikka Masala and naan bread. Again, the 

presentation was top-notch, a thorough 

delight for the senses. The cottage cheese in 

the Tikka Masala was soft and fluffy, definitely 

homemade, steeped in robust flavour. 

For dessert, we were given a sweet platter 

with all the favourites – Gulab Jamun, Kesar 

Kheer, Gajar ka Halwa, and Rasmalai. Each has 

a delicate aroma and texture, with varying 

degrees of sweetness. 

The food is so authentic that, if I closed my 

eyes, I don’t think I would be able to tell if I was 

in a restaurant in Bahrain or a dhaba in India. 

For more information, call: 17 162-761

Growing up in India, the best part about 

long, interstate road trips was stopping 

by at a ‘dhaba’ for a meal. These little eateries, 

prominent alongside Indian highways, are 

characterised by cots to sit upon and serving 

delectable North Indian cuisine that’s easy on 

the pocket.
The Urban Dhaba in Adliya offers a modern 

take on the traditional dhaba concept. The 

décor is elegant yet fun, with quirky posters on 

the walls, tables instead of cots and bursts 

of colour everywhere.

The tables double as board 

games; a great way to kill 

time whilst waiting for your 

food to arrive. 
The owner, a jolly chap who 

goes by the name Tirath Singh, 

explained that the idea for the 

restaurant was born because he 

wants to offer guests exceptional 

food at a reasonable price, akin to 

the real concept of a dhaba.

After a quick chat with Tirath about 

the menu, he suggested an assortment 

of chicken kebabs as appetiser.

I fidgeted with the dice and tried my 

luck at a game of Snakes and Ladders 

before the waiter came over with two steel 

glasses and plates, exactly how it is served 

in traditional settings. 

We were served with conical-shaped stuffed 

Serving an eclectic variety of Indian food and set in a capricious atmosphere, this 

restaurant in Adliya gives you bang for your buck.

THE URBAN DHABA

Urban Indian Flavours
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FEATURE | jewellery

This month sees the return of Jewellery Arabia, the Kingdom’s 

ultimate expo for all things sparkly and special.From high jewellery and stunning timepieces from the likes of Panerie 
and Gucci on the Asia Jewellers stand to 
diamonds aplenty at Kooheji Jewellers, 
precious metals at Malabar Gold and 
Diamonds and an array of precious and 
costume pieces from A La Mode, it’s the 
time and place to lay down some serious 
cash, but also the ideal opportunity to 
bag a bargain, if you know what you’re 
looking for.

The Gemological Institute of America 
(GIA) has these tips to learn about the 4Cs 
of diamond quality.Carat – Diamonds are weighed in metric 

carats. For reference, a small paper clip 
weighs about two carats.Clarity – Nearly all diamonds contain 

unique internal characteristics called 
inclusions and external characteristics 
called blemishes. Many clarity characteristics are too tiny to be seen by 

anyone other than a trained gemologist 
using magnification. The GIA Clarity Scale 
contains 11 grades ranging from Flawless 
to Included.
Colour – Truly colourless diamonds are 
very rare and highly valued. The GIA 
Colour Scale runs from colourless to 
light yellow/brown. The distinctions can 
be quite subtle and only visible to the 
trained eye.
Cut – Cut refers to how a diamond’s complex 
proportions and angles relate to light. A 
number of factors influence a diamond’s 
cut grade, including its overall face-up 
appearance, design and craftsmanship.

Going for GoldThere are various things to remember 
if you’re thinking of purchasing gold. 
Business-standard.com has this advice:

Understand that there are variations 
in gold that affect its purity, quality 
and price – the main factors to consider 
include purity, gram weight and design.
Purity – When it comes to purity, most 
gold has markings inside that indicate its 
caratage. Pure gold is too soft to use as 
jewellery. Accordingly, it is alloyed with 
a mixture of metals like silver, copper, 
nickel and zinc to give it strength and 
durability. The most common ‘Carat’ 
options are 18, 22 and 24.Price – This is determined by purity, 

which alloy the gold is combined with 
and the amount of skill and labour in the 
piece.
Colour – Gold has many variations 
including yellow, white and rose gold. 
Combining pure gold with other metals 
creates a new and diverse colour palette. 
Identification – In many countries, local 
law requires that every item of gold jewellery bears a clear stamp indicating its caratage.

It’s a  
Bling Thing

www.womanthismonth.com
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FEATURE | gift guide

Santa’s on his way and to give him a little help we’ve come up with a selection of gifts to suit every taste 

and pocket.
Beautiful        Practical        Fun       Fanciful – Get them before they go!

Great Gifts

Rev Up. Kids big and small will love track battles with the Anki Overdrive trucks which use robotics and AI, from BD35, virginmegastore.ae

Play it Again. While away the dark winter evenings with games to keep the brain active. Ralph Lauren, BD301, Tanagra.

Skin Savers. Give the gift of gorgeousness with the 165th Anniversary range from Kiehls. From BD18, www.en.kiehls-me.com.

Treasure Chest. Store precious things in the gorgeous Jay Strongwater Genevieve Grand Floral Chest, BD3,485, Tanagra.

Bitter Sweet. Jo Malone has a whole range of delicious scented festive offerings. Orange Bitters cologne from BD64, Jo Malone.

Feline Friend. Collectors, kids and quite a few grown-ups will be happy 
to say ‘hi’ to this Hello Kitty figurine from Nao by Lladro, BD35, Tanagra.

Bling Thing. Young, fun, delicate and pretty, what girl doesn’t want a butterfly on her arm. Bracelet by Esprit, BD29, A La Mode. Heaven Scent. For the sophisticated lady, the sultry aroma of Calvin Klein’s latest offering Deep Euphoria, from BD48, available at leading retailers.

Girls’ Best Friend. Spoil a special someone with a gift that is eternal. Infinity ring BD995, Adonis Rose band BD2,100, Kooheji Jewellery.

Foodie Favourite. For the baker in your life, or someone who just loves cake! Love Food range from BD6, Lakeland.

GET INVOLVED
There are various creative ways in which your brand can 

collaborate with Woman This Month.
We can cover you in our fashion pages. We can offer beauty and 
food reviews. Your chef could be selected for our ‘Chef’s Special’ 

page. Your products and services could also be featured in our 
regular homes section and much more.


